BY HAMISH SMITH
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About Lily Pad

Lily Pad is a beautiful hexagonal cement tile with angular
lines. Conceived in 2016 by our Creative Director, Hamish
Smith, this versatile tile is inspired by patterns found in
nature. Hamish said, “The Lily Pad tile design hints at ideas
of ice crystals, a spider’s web, and the water-loving lily pad.”
“There has been a real calling for natural design in interiors,
and this pattern has no boundaries. What makes the design
so popular worldwide is that with one tile you can create
several diﬀerent visual eﬀects. From a classic starburst, to
arrow and web patterns, the Lily Pad tile works equally well
on both ﬂoor and wall surfaces, and makes a dramatic
impact in any bathroom, kitchen or living space.”
Lily Pad makes homes more beautiful. The patterned tile
can make a small bathroom feel larger than the space it
occupies. It is ideal for adding a splash of colour to any
room while making a design statement in modern and
traditional interiors.

One unique pattern,

The porcelain collection oﬀers staple
interior colours, suitable for any kitchen,
bathroom or living space. The encaustic
tiles are available in a diverse array of
colours, perfect for making that design
statement in any room. Encaustic cement
tiles oﬀer a handmade, natural quality, and
over time they develop a beautiful patina.
Porcelain tiles are machine-made and need
little maintenance and are thinner than
their cement sister, making them ideal for
wall installation.

two tile types,

12 colours.
Porcelain

Cement
When we ﬁrst introduced Lily Pad it was a handmade encaustic
cement tile and we love this artisanal way of tile manufacture so we
have extended the colour range. However, we realise that encaustic
cement tiles are not for everyone so have invested in a patented
design to make it available in a porcelain tile too.

Both encaustic and porcelain tiles are suitable for
ﬂoors and walls, depending on installation conditions.
Each tile is 20 x 23cm (8 x 9”), the encaustic tiles are
1.6cm thick and the porcelain tiles 0.8cm.
There are 30 tiles per square metre.
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Lily Pad Encaustic Denim

Lily Pad Porcelain Peacock

Lily Pad Porcelain Cloud

Lily Pad Porcelain Eucalyptus

Lily Pad Porcelain Pistachio

Lily Pad Encaustic Marine

Lily Pad Porcelain Admiral

Lily Pad Porcelain Oﬀ Black

Lily Pad Encaustic

Blush Rose

Denim

NEW

Eden

NEW

Plum

NEW

Lily Pad Porcelain

Satin ﬁnish
20 x 23 x 1.6cm
30 tiles per m2
Sold in packs of 12

Matt ﬁnish
20 x 23 x 0.8cm
30 tiles per m2
Sold in packs of 10

Suitable for interior ﬂoors
and walls (sealing required).

Suitable for interior ﬂoors
and walls.

PTV slip rating:
when dry 63 average,
when wet 39 average

PTV slip rating:
when dry 61 average,
when wet 41 average

Admiral

Cloud

Clay

Eucalyptus

Oﬀ Black

Marine

Peacock

Pistachio
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Brief guidelines for installing and
maintaining encaustic tiles
We recommend that you
employ a proven professional
for installation, but here are
some brief guidelines that you
can consider.
On receipt of your order
When you receive your order,
check that you have all of your
tiles and that they are in good
condition. These are 100%
natural or handcrafted
products and so there will, of
course, be some variations in
colour tone and natural
character that make them
unique and beautiful. We
recommend that you ‘shuﬄe’
tiles from diﬀerent
boxes/crates so that you have
a uniform eﬀect across the
entirety of the new surface.
Prior to installation
Both sides of the tile should be
wiped clean of any dust before
installation. You must create a
ﬂat, level and stable surface –
preferably of concrete – on to
which the tiles can be laid. If
you do this on a timber
surface, the ﬂoor will need
overlaying with a suitable tile
backer board such as
NoMorePly
(www.nomoreply.net). You can

also use this product to tile on
to timber-framed walls.
If you are tiling on to walls in
wet areas, we recommend you
fully tank (waterproof) the walls
with a speciﬁc tanking system
such as Mira or similar.
If you are tiling on to an
underﬂoor heated screed, the
ﬂoor will need priming and
overlaying with a movement
uncoupling membrane such as
our Decomat or Isomat. This
will help prevent any shrinkage
or cracking that may occur in
the screed being transferred
through to the tiles.
The tiles can be cut using a
diamond-blade – ideally a
water-cooled machine.
Constantly spraying with water
while cutting will help to
prevent chipped edges.
Installation
Use a good-quality, ﬂexible,
semi-rapid, white, tile adhesive
and carefully follow any
instructions on manufacturer’s
label. Ensure 100% coverage
of each tile with adhesive, and
remove excess adhesive with a
damp cloth before it hardens.
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Level the tiles using hand
pressure only. Using a mallet
or rubber hammer could
cause cracking.
Preparing your tile surface
before sealing and grouting
Clean and condition the
surface using a diluted
solution of alkaline cleaner
such as STONE ESSENTIALS
Deep Clean (diluted 1:10 with
water). This will help ensure
that any dust, dirt and grime
that may have accumulated
during the installation process
is removed. A properly cleaned
and prepared surface will
improve the eﬃciency of the
sealer.
Sealing your tiles before
grouting
Once your tiles are installed
you will need to use an
impregnating sealant for
protection such as STONE
ESSENTIALS Stain Block or
STONE ESSENTIALS Stain Block
Eco. An impregnating sealant
will delicately enhance the
appearance and help to
protect against fading and
staining. This should be
applied at 2-hourly intervals
until the tile is fully saturated.

Saturation has been achieved
when an even layer of sealant
is still visible on the surface
after 30 minutes. At this point,
wipe and remove any excess
sealant from the surface. The
number of coats required will
depend on the density and
porosity of the tile that is being
treated.

• Once grout is installed and
fully dried, wash your new
tile ﬂoor with a neutral
detergent such as STONE
ESSENTIALS All Clean

You will probably need to allow
1–2 days after the tiles have
been laid, cleaned and sealed
before you can apply the
grout.

NATURAL FINISH: Apply a ﬁnal
coat of impregnating sealer
making sure to cover the grout
joints as well.

• Do not leave water to sit on
the surface
Finishing after grouting

OR
Grouting
• We recommend using
lighter coloured grouts for
most products, rather than
black or bright coloured as
these can cause staining in
the natural pores of the tiles
• Follow the grout
manufacturer’s instructions
carefully

SATIN FINISH: Further to the
above you can also choose to
apply a surface wax such as
STONE ESSENTIALS Stone
Shield or STONE ESSENTIALS
Wax Polish. This will oﬀer
further protection and give an
attractive patina (cement tiles
and rustic tumbled stones in
non-wet areas only).
Further recommendations

• Ensure you have selected a
grout product that is
suitable for use with natural
stone and cement tiles
• Don’t use masking tape on
the tiles as this can cause
marking
• Ensure that you wipe away
any excess grout from the
tiles before the grout dries

Prior to installation you should
store your tiles in a dry place.
• Do not install tiles during
very hot weather
• Avoid direct sunlight on to
the tiles during installation
(prior to sealing the tiles)
• Never use acids or undiluted
alkaline solutions to clean
tiles
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• If cleaning between each
process is required use a pH
neutral cleaner such as our
STONE ESSENTIALS All Clean
• Always ensure that surfaces
are properly sealed before
grouting
• Use mats at entrance/exit
areas where grit may enter
the house
• Do not cover newly installed
surfaces with nonbreathable membranes
such as self-adhesive plastic
sheeting, Correx or plywood
sheets. If surfaces need to
be covered after installation,
use a good-quality
decorator’s sheet or a thin
specialist protective card
instead.

IMPORTANT NOTE
These are very general
guidelines and not deﬁnitive
instructions. The issuer of
these guidelines cannot be
held responsible for
installation. It is always
recommended that a qualiﬁed
and professional tiler should
take responsibility for the
installation of all stone and tile
products.

Decorating with encaustic cement tiles

Discover the beauty and
practicallity of encaustic
cement tiles.

Why encaustic cement tiles?
Hamish Smith, Creative
Director, says, “There is lots to
love about these decorative
tiles. They are an incredibly
versatile product and are not
just for indoor ﬂoors. Bathroom
walls, splashbacks… the
possibilities are endless –
anywhere you use them they’ll
really make an impact.”

The fascinating art of making
encaustic cement tiles has
been around for hundreds of
years. In many countries,
encaustic tiles are still
handcrafted using traditional
patterns, and as newer
designs are introduced, their
popularity in modern homes is
increasing.
Be inspired by the versatility of
artisan-made tiles and bring a
classic, enduring look to your
home.
How they are made.
Encaustic cement tiles – in
which the pattern or ﬁgure on
the surface is a product of
diﬀerent colours of clay – were
ﬁrst made in Europe in the late
nineteenth century.
Historically, the term
‘encaustic’ refers to the ﬁring
process that burns a glazed
pattern onto the surface of a
tile. However this term has
also been applied to cement
tiles with a deep inlaid pattern
(rather than a surface glaze).
These tiles are compressed in
their manufacture, not ﬁred.

Mineral pigments are handpoured into a design mould,
the tile is backﬁlled with
cement then set by hydraulic
compression before curing.

The art form survives in
France, Spain, Italy, Turkey,
Mexico, Latin America and
Scandinavia, although
composition and designs vary
with cultural inﬂuences.

Where did they originate?
Inlaid pattern cement tiles are
found worldwide. In the late
nineteenth century, they were
used to decorate the ﬂoors of
palaces in St Petersburg,
Gaudi’s distinctive house in
Barcelona, and grand hallways
from Paris to Saigon. Today
they are to be found in
countless chic bars, restaurants
and designer homes in London,
Paris and New York.
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As well as keeping artisan crafts
alive and providing commercial
opportunities in less aﬄuent
countries, there are also some
environmental payoﬀs in
handmade cement tiles. They
use earthen components,
natural pigments and consume
less energy to make than ﬁred
tiles.

Lily Pad Encaustic Clay

Accept imperfections.
Imported tiles inﬂuenced by
the Mediterranean were all the
rage in the nineteenth century.
Cuba adapted the process
from Spain and Havana’s gently
decaying colonial buildings are
famous for their lovely timeworn tiled ﬂoors. Vietnam,
where examples of decorative
cement tiles are found in
eighteenth century pagodas
and churches, also has a
thriving tile industry today.

A major attraction, however, is
their perfect imperfection.
Thickness can vary slightly from
tile to tile, as can pigment
shadings, and patterns may
bleed at the edges when they’re
compressed, all enhancing their
uniqueness. Hamish says,
“What I love about them is their
lack of uniformity. They don’t
look mass-produced because
the pigments that form the

design are poured by hand
which means every tile is slightly
diﬀerent. This inconsistency
adds to their beauty and
interest.”
Welcome the ageing
process.
Another reason for their
attraction is that they are a
‘living’ tile that changes over
time. Hamish says, “Although
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some may consider this a
disadvantage and prefer a tile
that stays bright and newlooking, the mellowness of a tile
that ages gracefully is what
makes it special. If you don’t
want the safe option of a massproduced, unchanging tile with
no maintenance needs, they
are a dynamic and personalised
choice. An attractive patina will
develop over time, especially in
high footfall areas.”
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